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Minutes for Jan 26, 2021 -  Rigid Heddle Study Group Zoom Meeting 
 
On Jan 26, 2021, the Rigid Heddle study group held its 4th meeting via Zoom.  The 
group has 17 members, nine of which were able to attend the meeting.  There is no 
change in the member roster since December. 
 
Attendees: Randee Frommer, Carrie Gordon, Sandy Long, Sharyl McCulloch, Kay 
Parkinson, Linda Petersen, Sandy Prock, Lynne Roy, Mary Anna Swinnerton and 
Ginger Kaldenbach as Organizer/Coordinator. 
 
Agenda Items: 
1. Completed volunteer assignments for next three months: 

a. On-going: Minutes and Resource List: Sharyl M 
b. On-going: Roster updating: Ginger for now; Sandy P future Facilitator for 

February: Lynne R 
c. Facilitator for March: Sandy P 
d. Facilitator for April: Sharyl M (Randee will do minutes) 

2. Review of Chapter 2 , Inventive Weaving on the Little Loom (Syne Mitchell), 
mainly warping. 

a. Randee F facilitated the discussion. 
b. Discussion centered on individual members’ warping methods 

i. Randee – shared her experience and journey with Hybrid Warping 
using warping board direct to loom 

ii. Carrie – doesn’t use hybrid, finds her dining room table is large 
enough for both loom and peg 

iii. MaryAnna – has warping board but hasn’t tried the Hybrid yet, lots 
of experience with scarves, yarns, etc. 

iv. Sandy L - uses the Direct (peg) method, but loved the video and 
wants to try the Hybrid.  

v. Sandy P – does direct warp, has all the necessary equipment and 
happy with results. Commented about others’ issues with tension, 
yarns used and warp separator. 

vi. Kay – Uses direct method, never has problems with tension 
(WOW). Uses and recommends rubber bands to keep heddle in 
place both when warping and weaving. 

vii. Sharyl – shared her journey with learning the Hybrid method, 
caution about some “knitting” yarns used as warp, tension issues 
and a solution for wide warps (warping the peg about halfway up, 
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removing and chaining that portion, and starting new warp to 
create groups of completed warps). 

viii. Ginger – not a RHL user, but provided helpful comments about 
warp separator, tension, etc. 

ix. Lynne – new weaver, just completed one scarf. Interested in using 
warping board (has large one) but has questions about set-up, 
measuring, etc. Ginger to follow up with her off line. 

x. Linda Pedersen – showed her wall warping board, method of 
advancing warp using large heavy cart to keep tension 

3. Power point presentation by Linda Pedersen and Barbara Kracher, from 
members’ pictures including finished scarves, towels, and shawls, warping 
boards in use, clothing items, and more. Each contributor provided comments 
about their work, including yarn choices, challenges, etc. 

a. Those wishing to share work are asked to email them to Barbara Kracher 
and Linda person at least one week prior to our study group meeting. 

 
4. Next meeting 

a. MEETINGS WILL BE HELD MONTHLY ON THE FOURTH TUESDAY, 1:00PM – 
2:30PM. Carrie reminded us all about time management and all agreed to 
find ways to tighten up agenda and discussions. 

 
Agenda items for next meeting: 

• General agreement in following the Inventive Weaving book format, but 
leaving the topic up to each individual facilitator.  But, we might want to 
agree on topics in the future as a group (Ginger’s suggestion). 

• Ginger told the group that the Education Survey showed there is an interest 
in a Rigid Heddle workshop.  Think about whether you would want to 
participate in a 2-3 day Rigid Heddle workshop (via Zoom later in 2021, or 
maybe in-person 2022).  Typically, workshops cost about $80 with enough 
participants.  Group is asked to give feedback at the February Zoom meeting. 

 
Sharyl McCulloch 
Member 
Rigid Heddle Loom Study Group 


